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4).1RA committee hears pleas
from seven campus groups
Men’s athletics asked to return with more information
By Scott ShiIrel
Representatives from seven
groups met with the Instructionally
Related Activities committee
Tuesday to clarify their requests for
a total $173,171 in IRA money.
The representatives detailed
items in their budgets, explained
what they planned to do with the
money, and briefly described the
nature of their groups.
The Men’s Athletic Department,
seeking $122,950, was the only group
asked to come back with more information. The men’s department,
along with Women’s Athletics, was
rescheduled, for May 11.
The committee of eight will
recommend groups for slices of the
$278,714 IRA pie.
Gail Fullerton, SJSU president,
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will make final decisions on who gets
what.
Groups appearing before the
committee requested the following
amounts:
Reed Magazine ($4,400), the Art
Gallery ($2,513), the drama
program ($15,000), TV productions
415,000), dance production ($5,200),
and the Forensics team ($8,008).
Most representatives took five
to 10 minutes to make a sales pitch
for their cause. The committee
members then asked questions.
"There is nothing very detailed
here," said Andy Arias, A.S. vice
president, referring to the men’s
athletic’s request.
"With other groups we have
been also to go back and see what
can be cut," he added.

"If that’s what the committee
wants, we can get that," said
Thomas Beckett, associate athletic
director.
The committee questioned the
jump in insurance costs for
athletics, from $7,960 last year to a
projected $50,000 this year. IRA
money is used for any increases.
Beckett explained that the
premium doubled in cost. The
department also discovered that it
was not covered for "catastrophic"
accidents, which it now must add.
The committee also questioned
the group’s priorities. Money was
sought for four sports only and the
department was asked how they
were picked.
Beckett explained the sports
( cross country, track, golf, and

tennis) were the lowest revenue
producers.
He said if there were enough
money available the department
would ask for funding for more
sports.
Beckett told the committee of
four students, two faculty and two
administrators that 72 percent of the
department’s budget comes from
gate receipts and fund-raisers, 19
percent comes from the state and
IRA supplies 9 percent.
"We would like to get the IRA
down to zero percent," he said of the
department’s future plans.
Beckett said it is hard to keep
track of the effect of athletics on
SJSU. But he said the "100,000
column inches of Bay area coverage
in newspapers" that sports receive
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Academic Vice President Hobert Burns
here "would cost $2 million."
"TV has taken the name of the
university into five million homes,"
he said.
Representatives from the
Forensics ( debate and speech team
compared themselves to athletics
and were compared to the Spartan
Daily by Hobert Burns, academic
vice president.
Representative
Claudia
LaFollette said the team is asking
for twice as much as it received last
year because it needs to expand to
become a "national power."
LaFollette said that sort of
status is within reach of the team,
which recently won three tour-

naments, including a prestigious one
in Northridge.
"We do better than the San Jose
football team trophy -wise," she
said.
Burns told LaFollette that he
was impressed with the team’s
record and asked, "How many
column inches did the Daily give
you?"
LaFollette replied that there
were three articles on the Forensics
team in the last six months.
"When the Daily wins a tournament roughly similar (to the
Forensics victory) they give 20
column inches," Bums said. "You
get eight."

A . S . travel receipt creates tempest in a teapot

!cf

By Jon Swartz
Amid statements of "underspending," "overspending" and "lack of
accountability," a belated travel receipt was finally submitted by the
program board to the AS. board of directors last Wednesday.
But according to Martha Brandt, forums chairwoman for the board, the
entire incident has been "blown out of proportion."
"This whole thing i Sacramento conference) has been blown out of
proportion by the Spartan Daily," Brandt said, alluding to coverage over the
event this and last semester.
The travel receipts concern a trip that three board members took last
semester (Nov. 1, 2, 3) to Sacramento for a talent conference.
The members were Brandt, Bill Rolland, program board director, and
Jeff Bader, then contemporary arts chairman.
Brandt said she was a brand new member of the program board when "I
went on the trip. Shortly after I was appointed to the board lone week 1, I
went on the trip.
"I had just read the (AS.)manual and wasn’t informed on the particulars," Brandt said. "I wasn’t informed on the technicalities."
Because of her inexperience, Brandt turned in her receipt for the trip in
January.
"All of my receipts were late," Brandt said. "Because I stapled them
( receipts) on a piece of paper and misfiled them. I thought I had sent them
In.
While Brandt had temporarily lost her receipt, Rolland had turned in his
and Bader’s receipt.
"I was told to turn them in after Nov. 3, but never informed of a date,"
Brandt said.

When she did turn in her receipt, however, Brandt drew the criticism of
Jim Rowen, director of Cal State Affairs, for the accountability on the travel
receipt.
Rowen directed his fury at Rolland at last Wednesday’s A.S. board of
directors meeting.
Rowen claimed that there were $12 in travel costs that went unaccounted
for.
"If you look at receipts for the three days there are $18 ( expenditures)
for Bill Rolland and Jeff Bader," Rowen said. "But since Martha Brandt
said she paid for both of their dinners that night, there are $12 in funds that
were not explained in her receipt.’
"I’ve made over 14 trips on A.S. funds and all of them have been under
the requirements," Rowen said. "I know what I’m taking about.
"Students have a right to accountability, not slack of accountability."
Brandt agreed, yet only on one point with Rowen.
"Yes, I overspent on more than $18 the last night ( $65 )," Brandt said.
"But I spent my own money on the balance."
"I don’t think I’m being irresponsible about this. I’m paying the difference of the receipts . . . and Bill Rolland (is catching hell for it."
According to Jean Lenart of the A.S. Business Office, AS. travel
Stipulations allow for $16 for meals and $2 for incidentals.
"On some days they overspended and on others they underspended,"
Lenart said.
Lenart said that anything spend over the $18 guideline is to be picked up
by the individual.
"The issue is that I underspend the first two days," Brandt said, "I paid
for the difference on the third day and will pay the $12 difference for the first
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This match Tuesday between the
Maverick driven by Rick Wit ton , and a

Job Corps bus, looks like a tie. The
accident at E. San Antonio and 10th

SJSU celebrates
125th anniversary
with two-day event
I.

L

streets brought the help of the SJPD

By Marianne Croker
SJSU, founded in 1857, will be celebrating
its 125th anniversary with an open house
tomorrow and Saturday. Demonstrations,
exhibits, dancing, lectures, music, an international food bazaar and live performances will highlight this two-day event.
Activities begin at 10 a.m, both days.
Tomorrow, the dedication of the Buechner
Museum in Duncan Hall, room 549 will begin.
It is one of the largest private collections of
large game animal specimens on the West
Coast.
There will also be a rappelling a call to
arms) demonstration done by the ROTC and
many departmental open houses, from the
School of Applied Arts and Sciences, including the Division of Health Sciences,
Human Performance and Journalism and
Mass Communications,

two days. Jim Bowen is blowing off steam at the program board."
Brandt said that she hadn’t been contacted by the A.S. over the matter.
"I wasn’t told to go to the meeting by the A.S.," Brandt said. "I couldn’t
be at the meeting so Bill went there and really didn’t tell roe about it."

City Council cuts
libraries’ funding
to balance budget
Could affect services in Clark Library
By Dave Lewis
Proposed city library budget
cuts could force SJSU students and
faculty to compete with community
members for the use of Clark
Library.
The cuts may amount to as
much as $3.7 million.
"All the libraries in the city will
be affected," said Richard Rendler,
deputy city librarian. "It would
increase the use of the library at
SJSU. People have to go somewhere
to get their work done."
Maureen Pastine, campus
library director, agreed.
"I am sure the cuts will affect
the campus," Pastine said. "Six
percent of our circulation is by
community users. It could go to at
least 12 percent if the cuts go
through."
The cuts, which may be on one of
six levels, are being looked at by the
San Jose City Council as a way of
balancing the city budget.
San Jose is facing a $19 million
deficit for the 1982-1983 fiscal year.
According to Rendler, the city could
make up as much as $3.7 million of
that by cutting back on library
services.
The first level of cuts would
result in some service and staff
reductions.
"In the first level we would lose
14 percent of the budget, lay off 26
people and save the city $911,000,"
Bendier explained.
Cuts at the sixth level would be
more drastic.
"At the sixth level we would lose
60 percent of the budget, lay off 120
people, and save the city $3.7
million.
Bendier said there are many
SJSU students who use the city
libraries and that if the sixth level
cuts are implemented severe effects
could result.
"It would affect students
dramatically," Bendier said. "The

Other departments that will have information booths, demonstrations and lecSciences,
Biological
include
tures
Engineering, Physics and Meteorology.
The Honors Convocation, held each
spring to honor President’s Scholars and
Dean’s Scholars will be held at 2:30 p.m.
tomorrow in Morris Dailey Auditorium. The
day will close with the Music Department’s
annual concert at 7:30 p.m. in the Music
Concert Hall.
There will be demonstrations and tours
of more of the university’s departments including the Geology Department and the
Meteorology, Physics and Engineering
departments on Saturday.
There will be a crafts fair, NASA road
show, Potter’s Guild pottery sale, a mime
workshop, kendo demonstration, bag pipers,
jugglers, Shakespearean performances and a

main library would only be open
three days a week six hours a
day, and 11 branch libraries would
close."
If city library services are
restricted SJSU students and staff
may face problems.
"There could be longer lines at
the circulation and checkout desks,"
Pastine said. "There could also be
problems with materials needed by
students and staff members being
checked out by community members."
Non-students can check out
materials if they buy a library card.
Seating in the new library may
be another headache.
"We could have a problem with
community members using tables
and chairs and not leaving room for
students, since we haven’t got our
new furniture yet," Pastine explained.
Pastine said she expects even
more problems next fiscal year.
"We can’t expand our staff now
because of the freeze, and we are
facing a staff cut for the next year."
The shortage of staff could
compound the increased use
problem, she said. Due to the
enrollment decline no new staff will
behired, according to Pastine.
As a result of the staff shortage
the library is cutting back on services.
Pastine said there will be,
"fewer student assistants, no more
searches for missing books, fewer
tours of the library."
"The city needs to look at other
areas to cut," she said, adding that
the city could do nothing to help the
university if the cuts are severe.
In all, if the city’s plan goes
through, SJSU students may have to
compete for a limited resource.
"It will affect our library
operations and the services we can
offer," Pastine concluded.

day-long blues concert.
There will also be a Distinguished Alumni
Honors Convocation at 3 p.m. in the S.U.
Loma Prieta Room.
A University Forum lecture series, also
to be held Saturday, will feature faculty
experts on a range of topics from AfroAmerican music to women in politics.
One lecture titled "Movers and Shakers:
(’ommunity Power in San Jose," will have as
speakers Terry Christens.n, Political Science
professor, and Phil Trounstine of the San Jose
Mercury -News at 2 p.m. in Business
Classroom 014. They are the authors of a new
book by that name.
Complete programs of events are widely
available on campus according to SJSU
President Gail Fullerton, or through the
Community Relations office at 277-2255.
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Record industry furor at top-levels

Bad scene, situationary-wise
Eds. note Philip Wyman, Congressman
It -Tehachapi Calif. has discovered an insidious
plot aimed at the youth of our nation. It seems
unscrupulous record companies have, according
to Wyman, been implanting subliminal
messages in records.
Lest you refuse to take this threat seriously,
we have it on the most unreliable of infomration
that others are not so sanguine about the peril
our youth face of hearing such phrases as
"Here’s to my sweet Satan"and "I live for
Satan."
-

By Tom Quinlan
Forum Editor

Have
National Security Council Ap. 28 a.m.
just been informulated that impaction on America of
U.S. record industry vis-a-vis subhmited phrenics is in
operational mode.
Informational
conduit
Wyman,
Phillip,
Congressman representative of Tehachapi, California.
(Memo, sensitive to the ultra, has Wyman, Philip
been
placed
in
antagonistic/subversive
catagorization? Evidence contra-indicates, but could
be plot to destabalize me.) Must check. (If taps of an
extra-legal mode imperative, force Henry to do it.)
Because of sensibilities of situation, code names
are to be used in all memorial, datawise.
Prep-Punk- "Hey guys, we can’t have the Muffles
and Taylor-Vincents of tomorrow being subjected to
such assaults as ’Heres to my sweet Satan’ and ’I live
for Satan.’ This is a swell country, and we have to keep
it safe for the LaCosta generation.
Pinch-hitter No. 1- (myself, hiding condesentional
smile) "Well spoken, get-tough-wise.)"
Prep-Punk-( namby-pamby smirk) "Noblesseoblige, Al good fellow."
(memo- my eyes only- Check to see if impeachable
offense constitutional-wise lack of addressing
superiors with indicated and approved codereferences.)
Jelly Bean 1- (everyone attentive, surreptitious
surveilance notes myself most attentivory.) "Golly
this is serious. A threat to the America we all
remember and reverence, five cent loaves of bread
and hardworking, welfare-refusing white people.
"And if the recording company which brings us the
bright young stars of today like Bing Cro:by, Ethel
Merman, Perry Como, and Theresa Brewer, has been
infiltrated, how much longer will it be before we
succomb to the godless hoards?

"If we can’t cut them from the budget, what can
we do to save the America we all love?"
We all stand in mute testimony to the oratorial
munificence of the great communicator. ( memo, three
copys-destroy two, encryptisize the remainder-one
demerit to author for using non-acknowledged namecamouflager. I

t,

We resumate upright but relaxed positions and
Jelly Bean 1 recommences address.
Jelly Bean 1- "Gosh Al (memo, destroy immediately as Duke would not approve sentimentalitywise but rememberance appropriate use of informality
mode.), I think we had better check with Mommy on
Pinch-hitter No. 1- "Not being in a disrespectsequence sir, but formality request that nonstandardized females not be allowed onto ship-of-state
at this time, as presence could distract nonhomosexual personnel at gathering."
(Glance at Prep-Punk to see if barb scores hit-ormiss-wise but disappointed. Too deep.)
Loser’s replacement- "The first thing we should do
is find out if this is true, and who’s doing it. This seems
to fall within the FBI’s jurisdiction."
To my amazementivity, Jelly Bean 1 in receptivity-mode to suggestion. (memo-copies to
Washington Star, Philadelphia Bulletin- has president
received check-up mental-health-wise as promised
and/or has Loser’s replacement svengalized him?)
Meeting adjourned.
National Security Council- May 21 p.m.- Interocculatted that Satanist in subversive mode has
been apprehended. Wish to alert network news of
capture, but notification arm War Monger-Without-My
Talents has advisory against.
Hence NCS in meeting-mode.
Jelly Bean 1- "Gee, fellows, couldn’t I have
changed first. My riding shorts have ridden up on me."
(apprecetive laugh, mine loudest.)
War Monger-Without-My -Talents- "Mr. President
we’ve caught the man who was placing subliminal
messages in the records. Although some might favor
his prosecution, the Joint Chiefs of Staff have come up
with a better plan.
Pinch-hitter No. 1- (couragously taking unpopularity-road and interuppting "Jelly Bean 1 we
must display subversive captivity personnel in primetune mode, show mflexability of Nicauraguan subversive mind set."
War Monger-Without-My-Talents- "Sir, we have
been assured that the message ’Be all that you can be,
in the Army’ would be extremely effective in a
subliminal recording. We estimate that the money we
save in paying living wages and bonuses could balace
the budget."
Motion passes. (memo- pooies to junta-operational
republics in informational and advice seeking-modesituation deteriorating rapidly. Must contact with
Henry for destabilization-methodology of unsuitable
and unworthy-mode chief executives.)
Meeting adjourned.
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the mailbag
IRA money to help run Math Lab denied
Editor
of
Department
The
Mathematics and Computer Science
learned on April 22, by way of a news
item in the Spartan Daily, that our
request for I.R.A. funding to help
support The Math Lab had been
denied.
Since we had not had I.R.A.
funding in the past, we did not
necessarily expect our request to be
approved, but the reasons advanced

for turning down our request are
disheartening to anyone who
believes that the goal of this
university is (or ought to be) to help
students learn.
According to the Daily’s report,
the committee decided not to fund
our request for $4,900, either in
whole or in part, for three reasons:
(1) because "it is strictly an instructional program:" (2) because
it will probably get an increase in
state funding next year; and (3)

Editor’s notebook

Murky system will result in clear-cut winner
By Michael Liedtke
Editor
While the decision isn’t exactly
rendered in what you would call a
smoke-filled room, there is a sort of
smoke screen shielding the Daily’s
new editor-in-chief each semester.
The veil of secrecy which
always seem to cloak the selection of
the Da001111tor will envelope the
journalism department once again
next week when the paper’s chief for
the Fall ’82 semester will be chosen.
A lot of the murkiness
surrounding the decision stems from
the fact that it is handed down by an
elite few formally known as "The
Spartan Daily Editor Screening
Committee."
The group is comprised of seven
voting members, four from the

faculty in the department and three
from the Daily editorial staff of the
current semester.
This semester, the screening
committee will be composed of
jouralism instructors Ray Chavez,
Dave Grey, Bill Tillinghast and
Serena Wade in addition to myself,
Special Pages Editor Maureen
Keenan, and City Editor Julie Pitta
from the Daily editorial staff. The
three representatives from the Daily
were selected in a staff vote earlier
this week.
Dr. Dennis Brown, the chairman
of the department, heads the
committee although he does not
have a vote.
One day in the middle of next
week, the board will gather in an
isolated room and privately in-

terview each candidate for the
position.
After that, the committee will
take a vote and once a candidate
receives a plurality, the choice will
be submitted to Brown for his approval, which is invariablly a mere
formality.
This move is made just for the
sake of decorum rather than for the
purpose of a decision. Although he
doesn’t necessarily have to accept
the board’s recommendation, he
always has.
Then, Brown will notify Andrew
Hughey, the dean of the School of
Applied Arts and Sciences.
Once the decision has been
made, there is never any discussion
about what transgressed in the
process of making the choice. The

campus is not only kept in the dark,
but so is the entire Daily staff (except, of course, those who were on
the board).
There are usually rumors
speculating on why a certain candidate was chosen, but the department never issues any kind of official statement even remotely
detailing the reasons behind the
choice.
Not only is the selection process
elitist in structure, but those eligible
to run for Daily editor form a very
select group.
All prospective candidates for
the Daily must either currently be a
staff reporter or have been a staff
reporter within the previous year ( in
this instance, that encompasses the
Daily staffs of Spring ’81 and Fall
’81.
However, hardly anyone ever
exercises the latter option, so the
Daily editor is virtually always
picked from the current staff.
That’s a very small pool to begin
with, but the field is narrowed even
further by a department stipulation
requiring that all candidates for
Daily editor have an overall GPA of
2.5 and a GPA of 3.0 within the
major.
All qualified candidates must
apply by tomorrow afternoon.
According, to a department
memo, all candidates will be judged
on "journalistic competence,
leadership ability and personal
attributes such as fairness, in-

tegrity, responsibility and dependability."
Each candidate also submits a
four-to-ten page platform answering
a variety of questions posed by the
department and then gives a speech
to the current Daily staff summarizing that platform.
A staff vote is then taken, but
that is done primarily for cosmetic
appearances. It is apparently
designed to make the staff feel like it
has a hand in the selection process,
but, in actuality, the staff vote has
no actual bearing on the screening
committee’s final decision.
Although the committee often
goes along with the staff choice, that
is just a coincidence.
In the end, the committee
selects whoever it believes is most
qualified for the position. For instance, in each of the last two
semesters, the editors chosen by the
screening committee did not win the
staff vote.
The committee is scheduled to
make its sacred decision sometime
next week.
Although the exact date of the
decision has not been specified yet,
we’ll be sure to promptly notify you
when the journalism department’s
equivalent to picking a pope has
been completed.
Just glance over in the direction
of Bentel Hall every once in awhile
next week and look for the puffs of
white smoke . . .

Daily Policy
The Spartan Daily would like to
hear from you-our reader. Your
ideas, comments, criticisms and
suggestions are encouraged. By
listening to our readers we feel we
can better serve the campus community.

REMANOAKS "WET’? NE

Letters to the Mailbag, (pinion
articles and press releases are
gladly accepted.
Our policy for accepting such
material is as follows:

Letters
All letters must Include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves the
right to limit the number of letters
on a given topic after a sufficient
amount of comment has appeared.
Letters should not exceed 356
words.

because it would set a precedent for
other such programs on campus.
Let’s take a close look at these
reasons. We do not know what
"strictly instructional" might mean
to others, but the following comments seem pertinent: No student
earns any credit by getting help at
The Math Lab. Students do not
(cannot) enroll in The Math Lab, nor
can they be required to get help
there. Faculty members do not earn
any teaching units through tutoring
in The Math Lab. So how is our Math
Lab help program "strictly instructional?"
Of course the program is an
instructionally related activity,
since it helps students with
mathematical problems related to
their courses (not necessarily
confined to math courses). Isn’t that
what
I.R.A.
means -"Instructionally Related Activity?" Is the committee telling us
that, in order to justify I.R.A.
assistance, a program needs to be
"instructionally related," but it
shouldn’t be very closely related to
instruction? That seems to be
peculiar logic.
The second reason for denying
funds is that we will "probably get
an increase in state funding next
year." The committee evidently has
a different crystal ball than we have,
or else they are living in a different
state. It is precisely because we
anticipate that state funding will not
increase, even though need for The
Math Lab has been growing, that we
submitted our request for I.R.A.
assistance. We can only hope that
the committee is right, but we find it
hard to have much confidence in
that hope.
Finally, the committee did not
wish to set a precedent. Why not?
Just because a precedent makes it
harder to administer funds? We do
not know of any argument regarding
the merit of the precedent. No
questions were addressed to us, nor,
so far as we know, was any effort
made to find out what students
might think about this.
We think that students, if asked,
might well decide that they would
like to see some of the I.R.A. funds
which they contribute used to assist
programs which, although outside
the official instructional program,
are nevertheless intended to help
students with their studies. The
precedent, in other words, might
well be one which students would
like to see established, even though
it may not be convenient for those
who administer the funds.
Perhaps it would be a good Idea
if interested students would write to
the Associated Students (Student
Union, Room 235, SJSU, San Jose,
CA 95192) to express their opinions
on this question. The Department of
Mathematics and Computer Science
( MH 208) would also appreciate
knowing what students think about
this question and about the Math
Lab
C.M. Larsen
John Mitchem
C.K. Bradshaw
D.F. Chenci
H. Swann
Mathematics Department
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Board votes to fulfill Rec Center promises
By Holly Fletcher
The Student Union board of directors voted Tuesday
to institute several Rec Center policies that would fulfill
promises made to students during last month’s election.
"It’s what the students were told," said Kevin
Johnson, student member. "We’d better follow through
with them."
The board voted unanimously that students who will
have contributed to the cost of the center, but will not be
students when it opens, will pay reduced usage fees.
"This is just to recognize those who will not be on
campus after it’s completed," said Ron Barrett, S.C.
director. "Please note I didn’t get specific. I was trying to
catch the spirit."
The board cannot determine specific fees until further
along in the planning process, though the board voted that
the fees would be set no later than six months before the
center opened. ts
The proposed Rec Center was approved by student

voters in last March’s A.S. general election. The center is
to be a $13 million complex housing racquetball courts,
swimming pools, shopts and seating for 10,000. It is expected to be completed in 1984.
Funding will be through student fees which will increase $10 a semester starting in the fall. After 1,wo years
the fees will increase to $40 per semester.
The board also unanimously passed the policy giving
student recreational use, both free-time and intramural,
top priority. Other uses, in order of descending priority
are: major student sponsored events, university uses and
off-campus groups.
The board did not decide whether alumni would be
considered an off-campus group.
The board also decided that events drawing "large
crowds," would be scheduled on weekends, when ample
parking is available.
"This is in response to concerns by the neighborhood
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be involved with: advisement on the selection of the architect; development of all operating policies; development of the facility’s programs and must approve all fund
allocations, fees, staffing plans and the final project
before construction.
To assist the board in the development of the center’s
facilities and to allow for student input, the board has set
up three hearing dates for students who wish to contribute
their ideas.
"These particular hearings are very informal," Kurtz
said. "They are for anybody interested to give their input."
He said the hearings will allow the board to get "an
idea of what the campus community would like to see as
part of the facility."
The hearings are scheduled for May 5, 1:30 p.m. to
2:30 p.m.; May 11, 10:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.; May 13, 3:30
p.m. to 4:30 p.m. All hearings will be held in the A.S.
Council Chambers in the upper pad of the union.

..spartaguide
Greek Week will hold a
Semi -Formal Dance at 9
p.m. tomorrow in the
Faculty Dining Room. All
SJSU students are invited.
Music will be by "Atlantis". For more information
call Jeff Carter at 292-5504
or 279-3171.

The Department of
Journalism and Mass
Communications will have
an Open House from 9:30
a.m. to 9:30 p.m. tomorrow
at Bentel Hall. All new and
undeclared students are
invited. Call 277-3161 for
more information.

The Department of
Occupational Therapy will
hold Pre-OT advising from
10:30 a.m. to 11:30 a.m.
tomorrow in the Home
Economics Building, room
114. For more information
call Gregory Stone at 2772889.

Psychology
The
Department and Psi Chi
Spartan
host
will
Psychological Association
meetings today in Dudley
Moorhead Hall, room 339.
Programs are available in
Dudley Moorehead Hall,
room 157, or call Karen at
277-2795 for further information.

Greek Week will hold
its chariot races at 2:30
p.m. today on the ROTC
Field. For more information call Jeff Carter
at 292-5504 or 277-3171.

The American Red
Cross will hold its spring
blood drive from 10 a.m. to
3 p.m. today and tomorrow
on the second floor of the
Student Union. Call Fred
Koehrnstedt at 279-9860 for
more information.

The Student Nutrition
Science
Food
and
Association will present
Sarah Vinson speaking on
Nutrition Education in the
Classroom at 12:30 p.m.
today in the Health
Education Building, room
215. For further information call Lea Wallach
at 593-2788.

The
Psychology
Department, Psi Chi, MBS
Program and Sigma Chi
will present Dr. Philip
Zirnbardo, professor of
psychology at Stanford
Univesrity speaking on
"Prisons of the Mind:
Shyness Freedom and
Evil" at 3:30 p.m. today in
Dudley Moorhead Hall,
room 150. For more in-

formation call Karen at
277-2795.

ATO will have a
Savings
"Dalight
Celebration" with Eight
kegs at 9 p.m. tomorrow at
the ATO house. S. 11th at
San Fernando Street.
Music by Bay Area Music.
Call Larry Cassou at 9479200 for more inforination.

HRAC
Business
Meeting will elect new
officers for fall 1982 at 5
p.m. today in Business
Tower, room 051.

Delta Gamma will hold
its first "Anchor Splash"
philanthropy to aid the
blind from noon to 3 p.m.
tomorrow at the Independence High School
pool. Call Robin Hoye or
Connie Lillie at 279-9698 or
279-9899 for more information.

Delta Gamma will hold
a Post-Anchor Splash
Party at 4 p.m. tomorrow
at Beercan Beach. For
further information call
Connie Lillie or Robin Hoye
at 279-9698.

The Inter -Varsity
Christian Fellowship will
hold a talk on "World
Views" at 7 p.m. tomorrow
in the S.U. Constanoan
Room. For more information call Alan Logan
at 292-2282 or Jim Stoch at
288-6339.

The AS. Program
Board will present "Gore
Vidal" at 11:30 a.m.
tomorrow in the S.U.
Amphitheater. Call the
ASPB at 277-2807 for more
information.

The Bluegrass Club
will hold a general meeting
and jam session at 5:30
p.m. tomorrow in the S.U.
Pacheco Room. For further information call Jim
Puzar at 253-8149.

The
Meteorology
Department will host a
seminar titled
"An
Overivew of Radio
Frequency Prop.ogation
Effects" by Clifford Kern
at 3:30 p.m. today in
Duncan Hall, room 615.

The Stone Church
Peacemaking Committee
will feature Congressman
Norman Mineta as speaker
at 12:15 p.m. Sunday at the
Stone
Presbyterian
Church, Clark Way and
Lincoln. The topic will be
"East-West Detente in the
Reagan Era." Call Rod
Thorn at 267-7584 or 1415
965-5381 for more information.

.................... 11.11.-41040.11.*
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community who are afraid it will cause one big traffic
mess," said Brad Kurtz, board chairman.
Ron Montgomery, Environmental Health and Occupational Safety Officer, agreed that the noise should be
restricted to weekends in deference to the dorm residents.
However, Montgomery pointed out that basketball
games are often played on Thursdays.
"That could create a conflict," Barrett said. "But at
this point in time they are not drawing big crowds."
"These are basic policies that are leaving flexibility
to future boards," Kurtz added.
The board approved the policy unanimously, adding
that individual exceptions would be voted on by future
boards as needed.
The board also approved unanimously the policy that
would keep seperate on -campus accounting records for
the Student Union and the Rec Center.
Barrett told the board that they policies were just the
start in the planning process. He said the board would also
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It’s no lie, polygraphs used at SJ SU
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Dan Holley conducts the ultimate invasion of
privacy on Joel Tannenbaum, far left, with
some internal peeping. Holley is using the
Science Departments polygraph to record
Tannenbaum’s EKG, brainwave, respiratory
and muscle reflexes. At left, Tannenbaum a
tutor assistant, demonstrated why his friends
consider him a little "wired."
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Machines monitors 12 reflexes
By Chris Borden

0

ne might expect them to be found in a
criminology lab, but for students in Dan Holley’s
physiology class, polygraph machines are
anything but out of place.
"Polygraphs enable us to see the function ’f living
tissues and the complexity of physiological controls," said
Holley, associate professor of biology.
The machine amplifies measures and records electrical, thermal and mechancial activity such as brain
waves, muscular action, body temperature and
respiration.
The polygraphs used in Holley’s class have two types
of recording channels.
The altering current amplifier can record signals
directly from live tissue to which an electrode is attached.
The electrocardiogram is one such reading. It is a
tracing which shows electrical changes produced by the
contractions of the heart, often used in diagnosing heart
disease.
Non-electrical activity such as respiration and body
temperature is converted to an electrical signal that can
be measured on the polygraph through a device called a
transducer.
The polygraphs are capable of measuring 16
physiological functions simultaniously. For Holley, they
represent the state of the art in research equipment.
"The department used to have recorders that could
only measure one function at a time," Holley said.
"Students couldn’t see the complexity of the physiological
control mechanism."
The control mechanism coordinates the body’s ability
to function as an integrated system, Holley said.
The department has four polygraphs with two more
on order, Holley said. They cost $8,000 each.

elevating its hind quarters or hyperventilating it.
The polygraph records the cjianges in the rate of the
observed functions, which are visible on the chart paper
as a series of wavy lines.
Students then explain why the experimental
procedure caused a change in the body mechanism.
"Some students just thrive on what we do here," said
Joel Tannenbaum, an SJSU pre-dental student.
Holley said the polygraph is an important aid in
preparing his students for the post-graduate world.
"My students attain a high level of understanding
through pre-professional technology," he said.

Polygraphs As Lie Detectors
The most common truth test is the galvanic skin
response, which uses small electrodes attached to the
palm. The polygraphs record changes in conductivity
across the palm as the palm sweats.

The polygraph records increases in ANS activity
which suggest an aroused or emotional state. During this
time, the body mobilizes its resources in defense.
Holley termed it "the fight, flight or fright
mechanism."
Some physiologists say that the procedure is not
reliab in detecting lies, because of methods used in
questioning, differences in individual nervoussystems and
subjective interpretations of data.

N um- Travel Needs -

Air Travel Service

In one lab session, Holley’s students carefully monitor
the heart rate, blood pressure and respiration of a rabbit.
The measurements are neatly traced on a chart recorder,
a long sheet of graph paper which rolls at 25 millimeters
per second. (The speed can be regulated depending on the
experimental procedure involved.)
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This nervous reaction, along with increases in heart
rate, blood pressure and respiration, are controlled by the
autonomic, or involuntary, nervous system.

"I had to convince the department that upper division
physiology classes needed multi-channel equipment," he
said.
The polygraph can measure two types of studies.
Invasive studies, which Holley’s students perform,
involve gathering data from beneath the organism’s skin,
while non-invasive studies are done externally.

The functions of the rabbit are manipulated through
procedures such as injecting the rabbit with hormones,
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9:30 a.m. to 4 p.m.
International Food Bazaar Blues Festival
Crafts Fair Folk Festival Kendo
Mime Costumes Storytelling Lectures
Music Exhibits Tours
Demonstrations
Performances Dancing... .and much, much more
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IRA funding creates storm of controversy
By Scott Miff rdl
Created in 1978 to fund intercollegiate athletics and
other instructionally-related activities, IRA fee and fund
disbursement has been steeped in controversy.
Students, administrators and program heads have
disagreed over its purpose, role and value. It has sparked
debate in student elections, campus newspapers and
department offices.
Naturally those who have been on the receiving end of
the $250,000 to $300,000 give-a-way at SJSU are happy with
things have worked out.
way
the
"IRA was originally established to fund incollegiate athletics," said Hobert Burns, academic
Vice president. "Other instructionally-related activities
such as the school newspaper . . . were grandfathered
in.,,
Indeed, student government’s lack of support for
athletics spurred the fee’s creation, but some don’t feel
that was the sole purpose of the $5 a semester students
pay.
The original purpose of the fee was to minimize the
influence of student government, said Scott Plotkin, exA.S. president at Cal Poly, San Luis Obispo.
Plotkin made these remarks in 1980. Along with the
new fee, the student body fee was supposed to go down, he
said. But students voted to keep them both at the
maximum allowable level MO a year).
Plotkin said the establishment of the fee was one of
the California State University system’s "finest
moments."

But he also noted that the state has failed to support it
as originally planned. At one time that support was about
$3.7 million statewide.

Since the fee was instituted the committee has given
athletics 77 percent.
But one athletic director here is just as happy with the
new system as she was with the old.
"The A.S. was tremendously supportive of women’s
athletics from 1965 until the time we left their sponsorship," said Joyce Malone, women’s athletic director.
"We had no complaint at all with them," she said.

Now it is about $500,000, about $35,000 at SJSU, and the
student fee makes up the bulk of the IRA fund.
When the IRA fund, including the state’s contribution
was established in 1974 athletics received 64 percent of the
available money.
At that time the A.S. doled out the money directly.
With more programs seeking A.S. funding, student
leaders were faced with raising the fee or agreeing to
another.
After two unsuccessful attempts to increase the A.S.
fee the students gave up and a separate IRA fee was
created.
Along with the fee came a committee to recommend
groups for funding to the campus president. Students
make up half the members and the AS. president chairs
it. The other committee slots are filled by two administrators and two faculty members.

"The IRA ( committee has continued that policy. It’s
been about the same, budget-wise, between IRA and A.S.
"We make a budget . . a presentation . . . it’s
about the same," she said.
Malone added that women’s athletics "have been
allowed to grow" since the fee was instituted.
"IRA has allowed that ( expansion I," she said.
A system-wide committee evaluated the program last
year.
Serving on it were Gail Fullerton, SJSU president,
and Phillip Johnston, liaison from the chancellor’s office
to the California State Student Association.

Although students have a say in the process, the
campus president has the final word.
"IRA is a better approach than the student budget,"
Burns said. "The student body can use their fees for what
they want."

"It seems to have worked," Fullerton said. "It has
served a purpose."

Burns said he feels that if it were up to students to
fund the IRA groups, athletics would get the short end of
things.
Burns’ assessment seems to be accurate.
In the four years before the fee was created A.S. gave
athletics an average of 58 percent of IRA money.

Fullerton said the "decline in the state . . . funding
has to do with the general belt tightening of the state
budget."

Johnston agreed that "generally the fee has been
effective."
He said the state-wide committee offered the
following evaluation:
IRA has been used for the right programs.
There has been no surplus IRA money.
The IRA committees worked well, although some
needed to gather more information than they had.
Steve Wright, A.S. president from 1977-1978
disagreed. He opposed the fee when it was being
developed.
He pointed to the student vote for the AFI last year as
evidence the IRA fees hasn’t worked.
This year’s revised version of that initiative also
passed in the A.S. election. It authorized the board of
directors to allocate money to IRA groups.
The following groups received funding:
The Art Gallery $9,600, the Spartan Daily $18,000,
Radio/TV News $10,000, Theatre Arts $12,000. the Music
Department $14,000, and KSJS $7,600.
Wright said the AFI is funding programs IRA should
be. "That frees up all the IRA money for athletics," he
said.
"Students are getting double screwed. A.S. doesn’t
have any flexibility to do what they wanted to do with
other programs and more IRA money goes to athletics."

Wright said the administration is pushing for "the
She also said the process of doling money out has
impossible dream" of a nationally acclaimed program.
worked.
He said athletics has been "historically not sup"I certainly haven’t done other than what the IRA
ported" by the students and SJSU will never be a true
committee has put forward," she said.
powerhouse in sports.

01’ grey car
ain’t what it
used to be
SJSU student

Charlie

Castillo takes a plunge
into the dark abyss of
his 1954 Chevy in the
Fourth Street parking
lot. Castillo’s effort to
repair the starter of the
archaic vehicle ended
in defeat. Isela Ross
watches and waits for
her ride.

Reoci

Martin
the
Spartan
or We’ll
Ransack
Your Town!

One program that did receive student support through
A.S. funding and the AFI has consistently missed out on
IRA money.
In the four years before the fee was created, the
Spartan Daily averaged 17.1 percent of the total IRA pie.
But since the creation of the fee, the paper, although
"grandfathered in" as a legitimate IRA group, has never
been recommended for IRA funding.
Clyde Lawrence, business affairs adviser, who
represents the paper to the committee, summed his
feelings:
"We’ve never received any support from IRA and I
don’t see any change now."

There’s a race of trier! that don’t fit on,
A race that can’t sury
So they break the hearts of huh and kin,
And they roam the world at unit.
Rohert Servere
Ttee Mee That Deal Fit le

’Oklahoma,’ Funny Girl’ featured

Studio hour presents musical theatre

41P

By Holly Tagller
Studio Hour, sponsored
by the SJSU Theatre Arts
Department, will continue
today with a production by
the SJSU Musical Theatre
Troupe featuring numbers
from well-known and wellloved musicals such as:
Oklahoma," "West Side
Story," "Funny Girl" and
OFidller on the Roof," as
well as many others.
The recently formed
Musical Theatre, which is
comprised of six SJSU
students, made a successful March debut to the

Kona Kai swim and racket
club of Santa Clara, said
Avery Summers, director
and coordinator.
After receiving three
ovations, the club plans to
"invite the group back
every year from now on,
they were so thrilled with
it," Summers said.
Summers, who is
currently working on a
master’s degree in Theatre
Arts, is presently a teacher
assistant for the department’s music comedy class

"Pilot pens!
You have to
hold onto
them with
Iwo hands’:

of which the troupe is an
outgrowth. Summers holds
a bachelor’s in vocal music
education and also in
piano. She will be accompanying some of the
skits.

Today’s performace
will feature the artistry of
Daniel
Brooks,
Pam
Fischer, Lance Johnson,
Elizabeth Medeiros, Susie
Stone and Daniel Yarr and
will be complete with live

musical accompaniment
costumes and props. Th
free performance will b
held in Speech and Dram:
room 103 and 3:30 p.m.
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California refiles suit
on behalf of SJSU

by Oar, Evans

Overstreet looks for open receivers
Spartan quarterback Jack Overstreet drops back to pass in a spring drill earlier this year. In last Saturday’s scrimmage,
the Spartan offense scored four times against their defense. That performance was quite different from the Spartan’s
first scrimmage when the defense came up with four interceptions and sacked the Spartan quarterbacks 12 times

SJSU judokas win medals
By Dawn Furukawa
The SJSU judo team walked away from the Senior
Nationals in Indianapolis. Ind. last weekend with four
gold, one silver and two bronze medals.
First place finishers were Rod Conduragis, 132
pounds; Mike Swain, 156 pounds; Bob Berland, 189
pounds; and Christine Penick, women’s 145 pounds. All
were defending their titles from last year.
Graduate student Brad Moss placed second in the
heavyweight division, while Keith Tonra, 132 pounds, and
alumnus Mike Coleman, 156 pounds, placed third in their
divisions.
SJSU Coach Yosh Uchida said he "wasn’t suprised"
at the team’s performance.
"I expected them to do well," he said, "and they did
very well except for Brewster ( Thompson, 209 pounds)."
In the 132-pound final match, Conduragis beat Eddie
Liddie from Cumberland College of Kentucky.
"I was pleased with my performance because this
year I had all the top names I competitors) on my side of
the pool," Conduragis said, "whereas last year I was on
the easier side and Liddie was on the tough side."
Also competing in the 132-pound division,Tonra lost to
!Addle in the semi-finals.
"I wasn’t in the correct mental spirit," Tonra said.
"If I had a good day I would’ve met Rod in the finals.
"I thought my performance wasn’t the real me, my
real style," he said. "But I did place."
In the match determining first and second in the 156pound division, Swain defeated his New Jersey teammate,
Andy Ruggiero.
"I thought I did well because! had the hardest side of
the pool," Swain said. "I wnated to do really well because
there’s a tournament coming up in Japan ( the Kano Cup
that this is a qualifier for."
Swain said the Nationals is always a tough tournament.
"There are no qualifications to come to this tournament," he said. "There were a lot of good people there

and everyone knows each other’s style from meetini.:
there every year."
Also representing SJSU in the 156-pound division was
Coleman, who lost to Swain in the semi-finals, and
teammate Mark Chinen, who lost to Coleman earlier in
the tournament.
According to Swain, he, Coleman and Chinen were all
in the same pool because of the draw system that was
used.
"If we were seeded, Mike (Coleman) and I would
have met in the finals," he said. ’’Next year, they plan
seed the first four finishers from this year. It’s better thou’
the draw system."
In the final 189-pound match, Berland defeated
Telmoc Jonston-Ono, a 1976 Olympian from the New York
Athletic Club, for the second year in a row.
"I was pleased with my performance," said Berland
"Considering I’d just been through three major tournaments all back-to-back and acquired a few injurie:,
along the way, I fought pretty well."
Berland also said the competition was "as tough as
ever."
The other competitor from SJSU in the 189-pound
division, Mike Caithamer, lost to Mike Germaine of
Cumberland in the quarter-finals.
In the 209-pound division, Thompson and Damon
Keeve were both eliminated from the tournament by
Adrian Rivera of Arizona.
"I thought I had it won, but when it came to the end,
the decision went against me," said Thompson. "I
shouldn’t have played it that close. I should have gone out
there and thrown him for something to make sure there
was a clear-cut victory in my favor."
In the final match of the heavyweight division, Moss
lust to "my usual rival," Doug Nelson of Cumberland.
"It was a very physical match," Moss said. "We were
both sore at the end (of the seven-minute match)."
In the women’s 145-pound division final, Christine
Penick beat Rebecca Scott of Chicago.
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By Mike Jones
California has refiled a
lawsuit against West
University,
Virginia
claiming the Mountaineers
owe $225,000 in damages
for cancelling two football
games with SJSU.
The suit went to the
U.S. Supreme Court last
November, but the court
refused to hear it. According to SJSU men’s
athletic director, Dave
Adams, it is now in Santa
Clara County Superior
Court.
The problems began in
1974 when SJSU and WVU
signed a contract that
called for one game to be
played last year in Spartan
Stadium and one this year
in Morgantown.
The contract ws
cancelled in December 1980
by former WVU Athletic
Director Richard Martin.
Martin said the trip to
California would cost the

Mountaineers too much
money.
WVU sports information director Mike
Parsons added that the trip
would cost the Mountaineers $120,000. Since
attendance
SJSU’s
averages only 12,000 per
game, WVU would have
lost close to $40,000.
The contract called for
the teams to split the gate
for the two games. Parsons
said WVU averages between 46,000 and 48,000 a
game, so SJSU would have
made money on the trip.
Martin cited the
"escape clause" in the
contract as his basis for
cancelling it.
The clause says: "It is
recognized that neither
party can foresee the
situations that may arise
by reason of emergency,
catastrophe, or epidemic,
making it necessary or
the
in
undesirable:

judgment of West Virginia
University or San Jose
State University, to cancel
this agreement."
Gordon Zane, deputy
attorney
California
general, said, in his
opinion, WVU made im-j
proper use of the "escape
clause" in the contract the
schools signed.
Zane said the use of the
clause was improper on the
groups that an anticipated
loss of income does not
constitute an emergency.
"It’s so much nonsense," Zane said of WVU’s
claims. "San Jose has been
wronged."
SJSU offered to settle
for $100,000, and rejected
the Mountaineer’s offer of
$28,500.
On any possible chance
of rescheduling the games
with WVU. Adams said it
was "out of the ouestion "
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THURSDAY
CHARIOT RACES
2:30 on the ROTC Field
the most popular Greek
Week event! Every one is
invited to come out and
cheer on your favorite
Fraternit:s ot Sorority!

Come and Experience

The
INTERNATIONAL FOOD
BAZAAR
Tomorrow and Saturday
10:30 am -2:30 pm
7th St. - Front of the Old Caferteria
Btwn Music and Engineering Bld.

Also,
Saturday, May 1, Enjoy the

INTERNATIONAL FOLK
FESTIVAL

JOHN LEE HOOKER
SONNY LANE
SID MORRIS

FRANCIS CLAY
BBQ BARNES
LITTLE FRANKIE LEE
MISSISSIPPI JOHNNY WATERS

RON THOMPSON AND THE RESISTORS

SATURDAY, MAY 1, 1982 2:30-6:30PM
AT THE FOUNTAIN, MID -CAMPUS, SJSU.

From 11:30 am
SJSU Student Union Amphitheatre
Presented By
Inter
The Cultural
A.S. Steering
Committee

The
Folklore
Classes

EON P ORE INFO ( Si I ,142A1 277-2
FUTO.E.D BY THE ASS0( IA TED 511

min

Thursday, April 29. 1982

recreation
Kichi -Guys dump Vacums in hoop finals
By Mike Thomas
but the Kichi-Guys scored
The Kichi-Guys pulled six unanswered points at
the biggest surprise of the the start of the second half
night with a 44-38 upset to take a two point lead.
victory over the Hoover
Vacums in the C-league
"The game went back
intramural championship and forth the whole second
Baskeball game.
half," Burke said, "but the
"It was the biggest Kichi-Guys were able to
the
night," pull away at the end."
upset of
intramural
assistant
In B -league comBrian
Burke
said.
director
"Hoover came out really petition, the Soar Losers
bulled their way to a 43-39
overconfident."
over
The Vacums were up victory
the
by four points at half-time Executives.

"The Soar Losers
outmuscled
the
Executives," Burke noted.
"The Executives would get
one shot and the Soar
Losers would get the
rebounds."
Offensive lineman Mao
Mao Niko and likebacker
Randy Teasly of SJSU’s
football team provided
most of the rebounding
power for the footballdominated Soar Losers.
Executive
Ken

Delgado, also an offensive
lineman, was looked upon
to contain board strenth,
but the Soar Losers were
just too much for Delgado
and the Executives.

The second half was
just the opposite as the
Brewers got into quick foul
the
enabling
trouble
Supersonics to be in the
one-and-one free throw
situation after only 10
minutes of play.

In A-league play, the
Supersonics outlasted the
Brewers in a see-saw
battle, 44-41.
"The first half was
really close," Burke said.

really challenged in the
regular season or the
playoffs," Burke said.
Upcoming events on
the intramural sports
includes a
agenda
Superstars competition.
Superstars start Friday at

swered points in the last
two minutes. Time ran out
on their comeback attempt, however.
In the women’s
championship game, the
Playgirls easily disposed of
the B.B. Express, 30-17.
"They were never

but the Brewers missed
their free throws."

The Supersonics then
built a 16 point lead but the
Brewers came back in the
end, scoring eight unan-

"The Supersonics got into
foul trouble in the first half

4 p.m. with bowling in the
Student Union games area
with the conclusion being
the track events run in
conjunction
with
the
Budwieser Invitational on
Sunday at Bud Winter
Field.

STUDENT DISCOUNT

20% OFF
Brake Service
and
Computerized Wheel Alignment

MEDICAL SCHOOL OPENINGS

4yj0.1

Immediate Openings Available in Foreign Medical School
Fully Accredited.

SPZCIALtaTei

Ira

e?1100.ee
METAPHYSICAL

BOOKS

ED HALL’S AUTO SERVICE & REPAIR

EASTERN

WESTERN PHIL, ASTROLOGY, UFO,
SPIRTJAL COMMuNiCATiort. HEALTH, ETC.

ALSO AVAILABLE FOR DENTAL SCHOOLS

1 cnupnil per Ctistni 1,,

HEATHER B. NEVILLE, owner.

’LOANS AVAILABLE ’INTERVIEWS BEGINNING IMMEDIATELY

Please call lot an
appointment

Come and see our bargains’

For further details and

92 ft IllaGoNn PT,
Sun JOSE CA 99113

or information call

Dr. Manley (716) 882 2803
r

5/82

Expires 6/1

lust two blocks from campus

295-5513

408 --

1460 1,Aur A. EtcLiE
b,sNJi.)SE. L.A, 95,6

I.

t7a

297 0646
t a -sit imam gaill

Classifieds
KAPPA

STORE
CLERK
AND
GUARD
START 17/1171 Train for PT or

ANNOUNCEMENTS

THE SAN JOSE PEACE CENTER.
Community resource center for
information on the military
draft, nuclear weapons, racism,
sexism. and nulear power. Get
informed,

then

get

involved

Often weekday afternoons at 570
S. 10th St. San Jose. or call (40111
797 2799. Join us. Give Peace a
Chance.
siERRA
,
-

ACCOUNTANTS
and
no
experience
bookkeepers

meets

every
nine

Tuesday at 7 30 P
Goad, Rrn . in the Student
union. Activities income skiing,
backpacking, climbing, cycling,
parties and more

ELECT A SJSU

GRAOUATE and a

Guadalupe
Rm in the Student Union. For

tn

"See What Mary Kay Cosmetics can
do for you."The Cosmetics
That’s More Than A Cover Up."
to arrange a fascinating

Call

facial

complimentary

_SINGLE CATHOLIC GRADUATES
interested In socializing with
same are invited to contact the
For
Club
Alumni
further info call Dennis at i 4151
2640630
14017
960 15680r
Catholic

SUPPORT

cour

linen and housekeeping service.

Finance 5489 Sean Circle No 132

color TV, parking, coed living.

Fernando

5 J CA95123

060

week,monthly.
Discount 10 percent. 702 S. 11th

ALASKAN SUMMER--..)-013i.:-$5.000
20.000, Oilfield, Construction,
etc

complete with

For

LAKE TAHOE 916-541 45420r 5.14
7031. Ask for Moore’s Manor
New deluxe arc For groups 6 or
10 565 and up daily smaller units

job availability

wages, housing, addresses etc
send 54,95 to Alaskan Jobs, Box
440305 58. Tucson, AZ. 85733

available 2 bl. from clubs.
ORIGINAL 1923 CLASSIC Unturn
one bedroom apt. Must be clean.

Dependable Cyber or EE major for
testing comp equipment Call

GROUP

it

AT Campus Christian
Center. Sunday, Lutheran 10 as
am Catholic 4.03 and COO P m
Protestant Fellowship Supper
Tuesday at 5.30p m Please call
Ministry 790 0204 for
worship counseling programs
and study opportunities Rev
hatable Shires, Fr Bob Hayes.
Sr
Joan Perugia. Rev NOM

Hurley

Water

Purifier

Excel

Firnhaber
YOUR OWN import style
beer for half the price of Oly
More alcohol. better taste, Free

school,

Staying for
THETA CHI

rooms

have

available

$125/mo call Bill or Rick at 279

needed

tiers!
To those Rally Racing Roadsters of
Sigma Chi We all had a great
time at the exchange Love. the
"Guys" at Kappa Delta

SOFTBALL

OFFICIALS NEEDED
Will train 4.25/Game 3,30 I 5 PM
call Intramural office today 277

waiting

Beautiful full service

S29 Rev. Wright 733 4645, days
or anytime On Weekends

overlap,

in
tutoring
elude
MONIQUE’S
French conversation Latin col

can

be

Robertson is now available by
appointment Only for individuals

Private and group

thge courses

but

distinguished Knowing which is
which and how they are used Is a
living
skill
Resource
Ron

lessons. 14061 238 1968

or groups. Offices near campus.
G C.P R.V 292R665

Rooms for rent in Large Victorian
House Across front San Jose
State 5100.00 and up Call Bob at

RACQUET
PROFESSIONAL
STRINGING Student discount
rates.

Pick

up and

Delivery

Fast Service Call 926 6826
ARTS.
BALLET
OF
Lincoln Ave. Spring classes in
lap
in
ballet, lam exercise.
Per
training
dividualized

SCHOOL
Student, non
ROOM FOR RENT
home
Peirce nice
smoker
Evergreen. Call 258 6252

AIRLINE CAREERS Complete list
of all airlines. large and small.
foreign and domestic. flying to,

kerning experience offered Ph

from, within the U.S

Includes
address and telephone for N.
American headquarters. S5 CaSh

2166110/091 2416
ROOM FOR
privileges

or M.0 to Futures Aloft, 12115
Magnolia 81, No 138 -Dept Si.

All
RENT Female
Family living Rent

Incl. utl. equal $700/month Call
eeeee 6 gth 4490632

No Hollywood. CA 91407

WEST PARK APARTMENTS One
two three bedrooms Pool spa
pond exercise
saunas ping
room billiard room 3200 Payne

Fascinates kids of ALL ages.
Sells like crazy where the wind

Avenue 378 8600

blows I the crowds go: Beaches,
Fairs, Parks. Busy intersections
etc Free Info KITECO PO Box

or
Furnished
1275
STUDIO
unfurnished for one person only
This

6284 TORRANCE. CA 90504

ad

runs

all

because we almost always have
a vacancy 2957430

Consumers wanted Castle I Cooke
Inc Earn $5 for IS min tasting
food products Day and evening

FOR SALE

BED COUCH. 2 BLACK
S250 or best
END TABLES
offer SPM to 11PM. 2909693

Apply
Japanese cuisine
person 565 AN 6th St S J

No fuel mixing, no peddles Like new
Honda Express 400 miles $350,

in

consumer electronics buying
service, features the finest in
audio, video, and computers at

DELIVERY PIZZA PIZZA
serves
286 7444
E %PRESS
SJSU/Downtown area to mid

cost plus Aduio calibratigi, and
by
appt
For

consulting

Also 4360

night. 1 am Fri/Sat

Prices/info/orders call 255 5550.

1246 38821

Stevens

Creek
Checks 0 K w/ID

ask for KEN

2309765

Stuart,

or

eve 274 5005

Needs

clutch/b

body

work MO/offer 14151373 7137

assistant
scheduling
71
tirt/wk Must type
tenance

full/part
Days/Eves

dtime

FULL

TRAVEL

...COMPANIONS

TO

PHOTOGRAPHY 70
WEDDING
Color prints, S hrs Photo album
$39000
Call
and negatives

ALL
FOR
OCCASIONS and all budgets
Calligraphy and weddings our
specialty Call Invitations Ink,

SUMMER IN PERU Earn college
credit Visit the Amazon, see an
Inca Festival, art treasures in
Lima and much more Call Dr
Hamilton, Foreign Lang 277

children/adults. we /rain. over
Start
p/t,
flex
hrs
IS.
$3 a0/hr
2259

1.1151 1360111 or 064

App

Economy

travel

to

fit

ready

Hawaii getaway from
Discover Europe Horn
$29100 Our stuck nt travel dept
will assist you M making those

S141.00.
510400

natural Organic
nutri metics a
cosmetic Co Call 23632!!

No job too big

ACCURATE

TYPING

term

RESUMES,

SUE’S

papers.

MU
fast. accurate.
since 1970. IBM corr. %elec. 361
5 Monroe St. 4 (Hwy. 17 and
theses,

Shin Creek) 746 0636 or 679-$913
TYPING BY A PROFESSIONAL 20
Neat. ac
years experience
curate

All formats
Tneses,
resumes. reports. dissertations.
Deadlines guaranteed So San
Jose, Call Kathie at 578 1216
SECRETARY,

EXPERIENCED
REPORTS

RESUMES.

THESES, ETC Accurate IBM.
professional Quality! Low Cost!
Pant. - 247 2481.

venings/Weekongi

65anla

Claret
PROMPT,

by

anytime before 10p m 263 8365

PRECISE.

correcting
variety

on

typing
my

IBM

11

Wide

typestyles.

Nese

Selectric

of

290/101 275 9205
SANTA

CLARA

SECRETARIAL

SERVICE (corner of Scott and
TYPING
etc..

Thesis.

Term

Experienced

and Fast.
Phone 269

Reasonable Rates
8674

WILLOW GLEN Double
spaced from SI 00,pg . resumes
from 5300. also business typing

ISentonl Handling educational,
personal and your business

Ilse, 267 5747. after 1P m

140111747 1433

TYPING

Papers.

’NOT

TOO

SHABBY"

Customers Try
After 2, Thanks!

Say

me

typing

needs

74081

914 2268

TYPING Fast and Accurate, $1.25
pee page
No resumes Call
Linda in Sunnyvale at 14091 730

my
home
In
my
done
Sunnyvale Area. Call Lynn at
738 1914

TYPING

217 4335

snot

CAMBRIAN/LOS

GATOS
Dependable Typist All formats.
IBM Correcting Selectric III
Double Spaced Page From SI
Resumes from SS Call Pat al

dreams come true free service
on campus ticket delivery tree’
SFvF N LEV. XVI. 744 7)11

TYPIST

PROFESSIONAL

reports

theses,

Resumes.

produced on Word Processor
All Formats SI 50 per doubt,
snaced page phone 0233901

Print Your Ad Here:

Ad Rates

LOST AND F OUND

40111 977 $835

’hunt approximatel5 30 letters and spat rs for each line

Minimum three hoes on one day
marsharn Hall
from
Nylon ski iacket, tan Wily blue
lining
Zip off
green
stripe
sleeves REWARD! Call NAM at

Da)

Ithys

13aS,

DRS s

’thy%

3 lines

$2061

$350

$395

$405

$4211

i

70

114 70/hr

7771907

alines

$350

$4.20

$455

$4.75

$490

$

70

Shoes

$420

.14 90

$525

$5 45

$500

$

70

6 lines

$4100

$560

15 95

16.13

hi

$

7ii

JOBS IN ALASKA! Summer/year
High pay. 0000 07000
round
All
fields
monthly!
fisheries, Oil industry and morel

e

For the return of one lost
ad tor Enrique’s Restaurant last
seen in Spartan Daily’s En
tertainer If 10000 please return

Reward

HANDYMAN 06 00 per hour For
apts Near campus Floor and
plumbing,
carpel
laying.
electrical. painting. One or anal
the above Call DIM 790 7.011

F.at h additional line add $
Semester hales !All lksuesi
101ines $45110

5 lines $.10 00

151ine.w (le

Phone 277-3175

they’re gone! Don’t miss outi
KAPPA SIGMA
82 -History

GREEK WEEK
always repeats

itself " 000t1 luck guys. (You ye
always had it all I Stardusterf

/
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Phone

co,
SEND (HECK, MONEY ORDER
OR CASH TO:
SPARTAN DAII.Y CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95191

For

Ott le a Classdif align
Announcements
AutOrnotive
For Sale

Help Wanks’
Housing
I OSI

Persimals
Servici,

Trace!

Stereo

Ts pine

/

/ / /

Addrtss

PERSONALS

’Ou won’t believe the deal yOU can
get on quality downhill Oils
Oasts and poles at Earth toys
NOW. but when they’re gone,

/

Print name

tor free lunch 7797699

.

in
listings.
Employer
1982
tormation guide 04 90 Alasco,
(246 Acetones, No 121 P0 Sox
60152. Sunnyvale, CA 94088

/

/ /

Extra

Four

I tir,

fast,

Available 7 days a week. IBM
Electronic 7369910.

PROFESSIONAL.
Dyne

IBM

conscientious.

dependable.

experienced
trOiSt
On
19M
Correcting Selectric Will check
spelling and punctuation Call

.081 370

Stud,

your

New York escape from

budget

286 3444 for free estimate
IN
WOMEN
MEN,
TERESTED IN Mane based bus
for
opp in sales and menu

PROF

Grad

San
II
So.
Jose,Blossorn Valley Janet 227
9525.

Semler

and

Rd

Tully

TYPING SI 75/pg

2687

TRAVELERS!

SPARTAN

HAIL

SJSU

Selectric

performed

WORD
TYPING

AND

Manual
preparation
TECH
from rough draft to camera

2576

INVITATIONS

main

DISABLED

SERVICE

PROCESSING

positions

assistants 70 Ms/wk

Previous cop helPfol

Accuracy,
neatness.
deadlines guaranteed. Exp. in
theses, reports, dissertations.

Audrey 999 S71,

ISO 2085

Money 1
How
about
travel’ Large Intl firm looking
for people with desire to be
for
train
We
successful

14 70/hr . after 4 rno
Pd Imo Call 727 5570

10/15

Available
TYPING

making

IN OT, PT. Rey . T
work
Psych HinEc Soc Strk
one to one with Devel Disabled
persons Need car and ins Start

STUDENTS

$942
EASYTYPE
TYPING
SERVICE
term papers, theses, resumes,
letters. 7194412. Word Proc.

TYPING
Anything
QUALITY
typed APA format on request
Located
IBM corr selec 111
near

Attention Go Getters! Interested in

MAJOR

STUDY

Reports,
theses,
resumes.
Work
research papers. etc,
peEfOrMed On IBM Selectric II
Copy Service available with

Guaranteed!

Each

lob
more
No
NEEDED!,
freeze Apply in Student Union
Director’s Office for 2 positions
Both start at 0.395 per hour II

nominal fee Here is to another
smashing semester! Call 251

751 11518

Jamie

LOST

WORK

CA.MEXICO..HAWAII..U.SA. In
typing/word
processing
ternational
Student
Identity Qu’"’Y
Experienced technical, thesis,
card Youth Hostel Pass..Eurail
Term paper I Dissertations .esU
Passes_Britrail Passes..0 amp
can
also
do
equip.
which
end,
Hotel
I
Adventure
repetitious lIrs. Etc. Jan 238
Tours ....
Groups I
Clubs Work

Svc.,

Correct
page or hourly cost. 7301136

TYPING

eveS

HELP WANTED

quality, deadlines guaranteed.

Typing

Selectric

abroad prog
istudents 0011 .
7603
Inter European
student
I Esc quality typing by a professional
flights Car
rental
274 1975
Reasonable
leases. Insurance. Oar service
cost you nothing extra. We area
GLEN/ALMADEN
serviceTr..,WILLOW
loll
editing. Ecoci
Vcrd.:113,,ione grepun,InCle
G operi
Agency Trip I
asr:::en1,31 JsPow,Ini,unncrei 97,
rmdMarcia
Cu .14W. San
Avail!
all
to public L,braryl
246 94411
95113
14061
702
Hours
Mon Fri. OS/Sal I Sun. Call 374
Prof
Typist
LOS GATOS,ACC
1570 (12 51.
Thesis Exp IBM sr/memory, 18
Call
typestyles MCl/Symbols
CRUISES,
EXOTIC
RESORTS.
Rene from 86 at 3369214
SAILING
EXPEDITIONS!
01.50/pg 001 spaced pica
Needed
Sports
instructors.
Office personnel.
counselors.
TYPING THAT’S TOPS
Europe, Carribaaa, warias,aa, TONY’S
experienced typist for term
Summer
Career
Send MI5
papers
Santa Clara Area 296
plus
SI
handling
for
AP
2007
PLICATION,
OPENINGS,
GUIDE to CRUISEWORLD, 70,
00129 SUNNYVALE/VALLCO.
2535 WanAve.P0.
Bon
IBM
TYPING
MARCIE’S
Sacramento CA 95160
Prompt, neat,
III
Selectric
Reasonable rates. IN
accurate
AMSTERDAM 0369 ow. $669 rt.
0715,
Paris
14100w,
S790rt,
FRANKFURT S769rt.
HONG
Free editing
IBM electronic
KONG
12990w.
3599rt.
Prompt, dependable service
AUSTRALIA I NEW ZEALAND
Alice.
737
0155
14910w
Plus
St
ID’s,
Railpasses Tours, Youth Hostel
Quick
TYPING term papers, etc
passes and more Call or come
return SI 50/pg IBM w/variOUS
in CIE E 312 Sutter St no 407 SF
type
balls
Virginia
227
1035
94108 421 3473

FOR SALE

=FOR SALE VW Bug "66" Rebuilt
Eng completely rewired, new

4824

Sunnyvale

BAD HABIT Top ag band susushib
for weddings, parties, clubs. elc
Auditions upon request Cali

over IOW’S

RESTAURANT COOK with broiler
roper and kitchen helper to
assist cooks Okayama Rest

ALL THE BEST FOR LESS! Audio
Enterprises. SJSU’s complete

FREE

246 3749
Schwartz,
Douglas
for
weddings
Photographing

taste panels, everyone welcome
Call Karen Baker at 14081 763
63039 4 Mon Fri

STEREO

acc orate.
Neat
and
reasonable rates located in So
San Jose Ask tor Lor; at 28t

TYPING

11, Fast, Accurate
Spelling errors! Per

Reiko’s

EUROPE.

SPECIAL
RATES
’TO
AUSTRALIA
I
NEW
ZEALAND -ISRAEL ASIA..AFRI

semester

WHITE

1976 8210 Datsun 4 dr
tint cord New tires, good body
S3100 or b o Ph 289 8961

WEDDINGS Marry legally In your
home or mine or on location. No

354 8117 or 793 0422

2972

lessons Call 2996641

AUTOMOTIVE

Available at 3 Bay Area clinics.
For information call 415 444 5676
orals 825 7900.

theses,

JANE’S PROFESSIONAL TYPING
high
Accurate,
SERVICE

TO

WOMEN! How much do you know
about birth control’ Have you
ever heard of a Cervical Cap’

9629

campus

MAKE

Practice Practice

Luv. the buns grab

Practice

papers,

Joye 261 1029

STUDENT

in

SCIENCE, MAGIC, AND FRAUD

you’re

If

summer
Will

Screening.

Not bad Sal nite. We’d

Dana Corey
give

ATTENTION DORM DWELLERS!
where are you moving to after
finals’

crying newt for clean water!
priced
the
popularly

NE EONS’ I Sell the new, hot selling
kite The UFObia Flyer it spins!

WORSHIP

Center

SERVICES

Show

TRAVEL.. We
are
Travel agents who specialize in
Student
and
Budget
Travel. CHARTER
FLIGHTS

Oakland
Women’s
Health
4IS 444 9616
or

term

reports,
resumes,
ind
and
repetitive letters, camera ready
copy IBM Selectric wirnernory

STUDENT

services

Clinic
Pleasant Hill 415 825 7900

293 0999/999 3408

SALES People Wanted. Full Part
Time. Make money on the

Pregnanacy

Abortion
Feminist

quiet, and sober. 1325.00/ single
$375/double. First I last months
rent I $300.00 sec 5515. Sixth St.

1115 or Gary 408 773 0444

FORMING. You are not alone.
help is here Call AN 2799900.
eves

FREE

Everywoman’s

a NI. Teal

booklet

TYPE

Control

Tests Abortion
Planned Parenthood 787 7526 or
781 9777

to $90 per

St Office 122 N 8th St 998 0223

Christine Kelly 226 9181

BULEMIA

with

agonized over Rubik’s Cube
now there’s a whole new way to
kill time ALL NIGHT COMICS
No 1 comic Collectors. 73 E

COMml No prior exp
call Jess at 238 1497

more info. call 277 85E5.

and

building

Spacious

CLUB

Vote

COME OUT ANDJOIN US! The Gar
and Lesbian Student Union meets
every Thu at

RESIDENCE

Birth

Pregnancy

you’ve

?yard. piano, fireplace, kitchen,

20 year resident of the campus
community to San Jose City
Council District Three
Tim Fitzgerald June 8th

JOSE

PAC MAN,

Tried

necessary Send stamped en
velope for details West Coast

Canneries.

CLUB

SAN

Confidential

Congratuations

You’ve
WANTED

STARDUSTERS

SIGMA

their
newly
inititated sisters! We love youl

HOUSING

FT position 711 STORE 1639 E
Santa Clara Apply IIPM

la sirlfled Desk !Merged Outside

JC2

/

/

/

/

/

/

/

hursddy April 29

’,dye Si

SJSU students to perform
modern dance concert today

Paradise improves image
by combining rock n’ roll
with emphasis on fashion
By Lee Sherman
A rock ’n roll band that makes frequent visits to the
tailor and a man with a stick head this week’s entertainment in the Spartan Pub.
"Paradise," is a group concerned with presentation.
"We’re trying to present a tailored rock ’n roll
image," said leader Joe Miller.
According to Pub entertainment director Cam
Roberson, the "whole group is good looking."
Besides Miller on lead guitar and vocals, the group
includes Rosanna Echeverria on lead vocals and
keybaords, SJSU engineering sophomore Bert Parmelee on rhythm guitar and keyboards, Chris Long on
bass guitar, keyboards, and backing vocals, and SJSU
business junior Steve Turner on drums.
Miller explained his reasons for the visual
orientation of the group.
"Most bands don’t have a show, it’s like a human
jukebox," he said. "I always thought that as long as
you’re playing in clubs it should be 50 percent audio
and 50 percent visual."
In addition to the emphasis on fashion, Miller
believes that he’s got a strong frontline: in Echeverria.
"Besides having an outstanding voice with an
excellent range, she communicates very well with the
audience," he said.
Miller said Paradise employs a light and sound
crew in order to present their show. He said everything
is well coordinated.
Miller said he expects the Pub to be "packed"
judging from the band’s last performance.
"The people were banging their glasses on the
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of his
Politics

Dance Works’ will include three new works by members

table asking for more," he said.
Paradise plays from 8 to II tonight.
Tomorrow afternoon, Jim Lampi brings what
Roberson calls "a weird instrument" to the Pub.
Officially known as the "Chapman stick," Lampi
describes it as "a combination of western string instruments that is played with a piano technique."
Lampi said he must hammer the strings in a
manner similar to banging on a piano in order to
achieve the instrument’s unique sound.
"It’s a very full sounding instrument," Lampi
said. "If you didn’t see someone playing it and just
heard it, you’d think it was two or three people."
Lampi explained his initial attraction to "the
stick."
"I wanted a more complete instrument," he said.
"I was a horn player but I was getting influences from
bass and piano players."
Lampi uses the stick to play songs that range froni
Weather Report to Gershwin, in addition to his own
originals.
Lampi comes to the Pub after a five-month stint in
Europe playing music festivals, clubs, and over the
radio.
Pub patrons can hear the stick from 3 to 6 p.m.
tomorrow.
"Perfect Stranger" returns to the Pub tomorrow
night with a set of top-40 music.
"They’re one of the better bands we’ve had in
here," Roberson said. "I had nothing but positive
feedback from the show last time."
"Perfect Stranger" will play from 8 toll tomorrow
night.

By By Holly Taglier
SJSU’s budding new dance group will be blossoming
this weekend as "Dance Works" opens its spring concert
series at 8 p.m. today and tomorrow in PER 262.
The group is comprised of four SJSU graduatesCandace Ammerman, Shirley Horst Sims, Melinda
Martin Jackson, and Mary Panttaja-whose goal is to
produce their own works as well as those of invited guest
artists.
Accoring to Janet VanSwoll, assistant professor in
Theatre Arts, the primarily modern dance program will
present a variety of scores including three new works by
members of the company.
"Songs of the Fishermaid" will be accompanied by a
pianist and two members of the SJSU Community Opera
Theatre. VanSwoll will produce a reconstructin of Lucas
Hoving’s "Icarus,’ as was recently seen in "Dance
Concert ’82."
New York guest artist John Goodwin will present
"Eight Dances for a Mad King."
The non-profit dance group debuted last October on
the University Theatre Stage and is partially supported
through the Humantities Department under the Institute
of Arts and Letters, VanSwoll said.
According to Arlene Okerlund, dean of the School of
Humanities and the Arts, the arts and letters program
allows different groups to provide community-oriented
services not otherwise covered by the university. "It is a
separate organizational structure.. no state funds are
involved," Okerlund said.
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A certain percentage of box office returns will be
placed in the fund after the performance to keep it going
for future expenses, Okerlund explained.
"Dance Works" also will be performing on the
Montgomery Theatre stage at 8 p.m. Saturday and at 2
p.m. Sunday in conjuction with the Community Opera
Theatre.
Future plans for "Dance Works" include
choreographing a Christmas ballet for production in
coordination with the Opera Theatre, but the score has not
yet been selected, VanSwoll said.
Tickets for the "Dance Works" spring concert are $3
for students and $4 general admission. Tickets for the
Montgomery Theatre performance are $12.50 and $10.00 with a 50 percent discount for students, senior citizens and
children. Call 779-7748 for more information.

Daily correction
It was erroneously reported in last Friday’s
Spartan Daily that the School of Social Work, currently
comprised of 60 students, expected a 20 percent drop in
enrollment. In actuality there are approximately 180
students with an expected 30 percent drop in applications, not enrollment. We apologize for the error.
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Beyond Brylcreem -- it’s Grease
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Mike Oldfield Friday. 8
p m at Warfield Theatre.
San Francisco,
Sheena Easton, Gerald
Kenny Sunday 8 p.m. at
Warfield Theatre, San
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Kids
Krokus, The
tonight. 8 p.m Rodney
Crowell, Peter Rowan,
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Anderson
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Berkeley.
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Norton Buffalo, The All Night Band Friday at
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The Push Saturday at
Carlos ’n Charlie’s, 273
S. Railroad Ave., San
Mateo.
Jerry Garcia Band
Saturday at Keystone
Berkeley.
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University
Ave.,
Berkeley.
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Insincere stupidity is Lewis’ forte
The
Reel
Story
By Jon Swartz

The self proclaimed
’ original jerk" is nothing
more than what he
professes to be, an
original jerk.
Jerry Lewis, that
downed klutz of corny
comedy, has repeatedly
deemed himself the
"original jerk of movie
comics" and his film
career lends credibility to
that claim.
However, his identity
as a jerk has transcended
to his personality, in
addition to his career as a
writer/producer/director/
actor.
For those of you who
are unfamiliar with Lewis,
let me refresh your
memories with a capsulization recounting his
career.
Born in Newark, New
Jersey in 1926, Lewis (his
original name was Joseph
Levitch) grew up in a
show business family and
was quickly indoctrinated
into the entertainment
world.
By the tender age of
18, Levitch had assumed
the new name of Jerry
Lewis and began a
mimicking act that moved

him from one flea-bag
hotel and nightclub to
another.
One day in 1946, as the
story goes, Lewis met
another unknown performer, one Dean Martin,
on a street corner in New
York City. Eventually the
two began an act.
In the act, as Martin
sang, Lewis would cavort
with the orchestra and
generally break up
Martin’s routine. As one
critic put it in a magazine
article on the team:
"Martin and Lewis
were not witty or
sophisticated or sharp, but
they made you laugh even
if you felt guilty about it."
And so the legend
continued. For 10 years,
Martin and Lewis rolled
up impressive box office
numbers in a series of
buffoonery movies.
"My Friend Irma,"
"That’s My Boy," "Sailor
Beware," "Buck
Privates" and "Jumping
Jacks" were all examples
of the Martin and Lewis
premise that featured
Jerry as an inept, bumbling clod with a
propensity for destruction.

Lewis’ association
with Martin was terminated in 1956, however,
when Martin complained
of Lewis’ ego. He said that
Jerry had compared
himself to Chaplin one
time too many.
Lewis’ preoccupation
with himself continued in
such inane idiodicies as
"Don’t Raise the Bridge,
Lower the River,"
"Cinderfella," "The Nutty
Professor," "The Bellboy"
and his recent flop,
"Hardly Working."
Despite the fact that
most of these solo features
turn a healthy profit and
heap the praise of Lewis,
a majority of people
(including myself) find his
films nothing more than
tired, ridiculous, unfunny
travesties. Who, for
goodness sakes, finds
these atrocities amusing?
Their pointless and
putrid premises are
stagnant enough. The
addition of an obnoxious,
no-talent like Lewis firrni
entrench their place
among the more repulsiyi
films in existence.
Why, for instance,
does Lewis insist on
considering himself a
genius when all of his
movies over the past 25
years have dealt with the
same predictable script,
that of a foolish dolt who
manages to screw up
every conceivable
situation that he meanders
into?
My only guess is that
Lewis, living up to his
perfectionist, tempermental attitude, has

been filming remakes of
an original fihn idea he
introduced 25 years ago in
hopes of producing the
definitive movie on human
stupidity. Ah, the thoughts
and yearnings that
"great" minds are made
of.
One particular
cinematic crime that
Lewis pulls on the viewer
is his manipulative use of
desperate actors in his
movies.
One example that
immediately comes to
mind is his use of
character actor Roger C.
Carmel in "Hardly
Working."

is an over-the-hill actor
(Carmel) cavorting to the
egotistical wishes of Lewis
so that he can collect his
paycheck.

orders of Lewis.
Lewis continued to
this day to jostle about on
the movie screen in front
of us, baiting and taunting
us with his nightmarish
and nauseating style of
slapstick humor.
He has three movies
in the works and is as
popular in France as his
publicists claim he is.
Jerry’s PR man usually
points out the French’s
worship whenever he has
been scorched by U.S.
movie critics.
He does that quite
often.
To appease the
majority of people who
suffer from his dumb
films, why doesn’t Jerry
Lewis do us all a favor
and go to France where
his genius can be more
appreciated?

What infuriates me
even more about Lewis is
his manipulation of
handicapped children this
"kids") to promote his
upcoming movies.
The Jerry Lewis
Telethons are nothing
more than promotional
vehicles created to
showcase this jovial jerk’s
mulit-talented (?) skills,
as well as to subtlely drop
hints about his newest
comedy breakthrough.
These aren’t "Jerry’s
kids," they’re unfortunate
promotional caricatures
that are being
systematically synchronized to the Hitleristic

In the picture, Carmel
admiringly gazes at Jerry
as if he’s witnessed the
Second Coming. What we,
the audience, see instead
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Grease is
As opening night nears.
By Bruce Bucklaud
Special to the Daily

Nostalgia buffs and
rock ’n rollers are
dusting off their
fifties finery for the SJSU
Theater Arts Department’s
production of "Grease,"
opening May 7 at the
University Theater.
The 1971 play, billed as
’a new ’50’s rock ’n roll

musical," is very much
different from the John
Travolta movie. While the
film was mainly a vehicle
for Travolta alone, the play
is an ensemble production,
meaning the dance numbers include most or all of
the cast.
The music is quite
different also. Disco was
unheard of during the

fifties, and the musical
scores reflect the mellower
tones of a more sedate
decade.
But there’s nothing
the
about
sedate
preparations underway in
the Theater Arts Department as opening night
approaches. Rehearsals
are proceeding night and
day under the supervision

By Karen Sorensen

Dan Holmes (left), Dan Measles (middle), and Kim Black (right) rehearse one
of the many song and dance numbers.

Think things are tough?
Even Republicans are saying,

of a trio of directors.
"It’s just as demanding as if you were doing
"Hamlet" or "King Lear"
in terms of energy and
concentration," according
to director Eddy Barron.
"One tries to keep a certain
intensity going in rehearsal
without exhausting the

young performers, because
it’s very intense work," he
added.
Barron is a guest
director on loan from
Ventura College. The 56year -old veteran performer/director has a long
list of productions to his
directing credit, including
"Taming of the Shrew,"
"The Cherry Orchard,"
"How to Succeed in
Business Without Really
Trying" and "Arsenic and
Old Lace."
Although he has performed extensively around
the country, Barron said he
now prefers directing to
acting. "The work’s too
hard," he explained. But
isn’t directing pretty
exhausting work also?
"You bet your ass!"
Barron rejoined with a
laugh.
Barron said musicals
like "Grease" can be more
difficult from the director’s
standpoint than straight
drama.
"From one standpoint
they’re much more complex because the music and
dancing and singing and
acting have to be integrated," he said.
"On the other hand, in
this instance it’s given me
wonderful
some
collaborators, and when
that happens it works out
very nicely," he added.
Barron’s collaborators
are choreographer Carol
Anne Hawes and musical
director Richaru Nelson.
Hawes, who describes
herself as "a fixture" at
SJSU after 20 years in the
Theater Arts Department,
said the production posed
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Leading man Kim Black ("Danny") greases his hai r
SJSU’s University Theatre

. . . SJSU’s ca
problems of space and time
from her standpoint.
The dance numbers
must be painstakingly
rehearsed
and
re rehearsed, which is very
time consuming. Moreover, some of the dance
numbers require a lot of
floor space, and the space
available on the University
Theater stage is very limited, she said.
Despite these difficulties, though, Hawes
described the emotional
climate on the production
as "really high." The
performers’ confidence
grows
as
rehearsals
progress, and excitement
seems to build up as
opening night approaches.
This confidence is no accident,
according
to
Barron.
"It’s an unusually
talented group of performers. As a guest
director here I find that the
young people have
received training that’s
professional in quality.
There’s a mix of experienced performers and

Ii

Holmes practices jum hr
"greased lightening" sci
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By Karen Sorensen

ick before a rehearsal. "Grease" opens May 7 at

st readies. .

g

some new ones, and all
sing, dance and act to a
startling degree," he said.
Some uncertainties
have vexed the directors,
however. "There is a
problem that has concerned us to some extent of
rather strong language, but
it’s appropriate to the
period and the situation,"
Barron explained.
Leading man Kim
Black, a senior majoring in
art, sees some irony in the
crude language used in the
dialogue. "I don’t have any
swear words, though, and I
play a tough guy," he
remarked.

By Karen Sorensen

off

cars

for

the

The female lead opposite Black’s Danny is
Sandy, played by Mary
Dilts. Also a senior, she is a
Theater Arts major.
"Usually, I have to
play tough," Black said.
"But Danny is actually just
like Sandy, he’s a real good
guy inside but he’s putting
on an act."
"I’m trying to impress
Sandy, and Sandy is real
straight. I’m that way too,

but I’m always putting on
to my friends that I’m
tough. I’m the leader of the
gang," he added.
The story revolves
around two gangs, "The
Burger Palace Boys" and
the "Pink Ladies." These
two gangs do most of the
musical numbers I supplmented by a chorus) and
all of the acting.
The musical numbers
posed considerable difficulties for Black, who had
no experience in either
before he began "Grease."
"I never sang out of the
shower before, and now
I’m singing in front of
everybody. It’s a lot of
pressure," he said.
But the pressure is not
without benefits, according
to Dills.
"It draws the group
closer together because
we’re all very dependent on
each other for putting on
our best performance
possible, so it’s the
pressure that causes
people to become closer
and support each other,"
she said.
Both performers
agreed that working with
the other cast members
under pressure contributed
to an almost-familial atmosphere on the set.
Cast member Dan
Measles had a slightly
different perspective. "I
really don’t feel any
pressure," he said. "It’s
it’s
pretty relaxed,
easygoing, and right now
there’s not too much
pressure. There’ll be a lot
more pressure after next
week, when we only have a
week left to open up the
show," he added.

By Karen Sorensen

Carol Anne Haws, choreographer and modern dance instructor at SJSU,
demonstrates a dance step for the student cast.
Measles agreed there
was a good atmosphere on
the set. But from his
perspective the reasons
were slightly different.
"The thing that I find
refreshing about it is
there’s a lot of people in
this thing that I’ve never
worked with before. I
really enjoy working with
new people," he said.
"You learn something
new whenever you’re in a
new situation with different
people," he added.
Another part of the
attraction acting holds for
him. Measles said, was the
sheer fun of it. It sounds
almost as though he just
stumbled into it by accident.
"I was in the band in

high school) and myself
and three other guys
decided ’what the hell, let’s
go out for the senior play.’
So we all went out and we
all got cast," he said.
Black recounted a
similar introduction to
theater.
"I came out and tried
out for it just for fun
("Grease"), but I guess I
went balls out and did
pretty good," he said.
But there is another
dimension to Black’s desire
to act.

"I’ve grown up being a
loner, yet as a loner I’ve
desired a lot of attention
and needed it, which is real
frustrating, and acting . . . fills that spot,"
he said.
Black said he felt selfconscious singing and
dancing at first, but "I’m
starting to get better now."
Anyway, he added, it’s too
late for second thoughts
now.
"Once I’m out there,
I’ll be Danny. I mean, I’ll
have no choice."
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McLaughlin withstands time test
By David Flemate
One of the surest tests
of any work of art is time.
And after eleven
years, the re-release of
John McLaughlin’s "My
Goals Beyond" on Electra’s New Musician label,
still sounds as fresh and
as contemporary as ever.
Historically speaking,
this represents
McLaughlin’s first attempt at an entirely
acoustic record. Con-

:)rofesJional
t2pinj

sidering McLaughlin was,
at the time of this
recording, heavily into the
blossoming jazz/rock
fusion scene as a member
of the Miles Davis group
and his own Mahavishnu
Orchestra, the contrast is
at many times remarkable
and welcome.
Throughout most of
his career, McLaughlin
repeatedly has expressed
his love for music through
his love for the guitar. A
love which at times has

bonnie’s
CREATIVE WORD
1777 Stokes ST. #1
i
San Jose, CA 951126

service

292-0263

)

Album
Review

bordered on obsession.
Side one begins with
the Charles Mingus
classic, "Goodbye PorkPie Hat," a bluesy melody
that lends itself well to
McLaughlin’s interpretation as he double
tracks all the songs on this
side playing both lead and
rhythm guitars and occassionally adding some
percussion of his own.
The eight songs on
side one all average

GoBass
or GO
Barefoot

between two to three
minutes each, and if one
doesn’t listen closely, they

A masterful
technician, McLaughlin is
famous for his overpowering lead guitar runs
at breakneck speed, but on
such songs as Chick
Corea’s "Song of the
Wind" and on Miles Davis’
"Blue in Green," we catch
a glimpse of a more laidback style.
This tranquil state of
mind characterizes much
of the work on this record,
and the acoustic guitar
serves as an excellent
instrument for
McLaughlin to convey his

McLaughlin repeatedly
has expressed his love
of music through guitar
all seem to mesh together,
flowing like the story line
of a day in the life.

feelings of peace.
Side two contains only
two tracks, "Peace One"
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9153
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375 THE PRUNEYARD, CAMPBELL, 371-3187

and "Peace Two". Here
we find McLaughlin
backed by Charlie Haden
on bass, Jerry Goodman
on violin, Billy Cobham on
drums, Airto Moreira on
percussion, Badal Roy on
labia, Dave Liebman on
flute and soprano sax and
Mahalekshmi on tambura.
The use of Eastern
instruments as
background for the guitar
works well with
McLaughlin’s spiritual
sensitivity. A mezmerising
nirvana-like atmosphere is
produced as each song

’San Jose - 3403 Stevens Creek Blvd., 243-3120’
’San Jose - 867 Blossom Hill Rd., 578-5700’
Cupertino 10133$. DeAnn Blvd., 996-1212
Los Gatos - 15736 Los Gatos Blvd., 358-1782
Sunnyvale - 592 Mary Ave., 738-2882
Palo Alto - 392911 Comino Real, 493-5115
San Rafael - 999 Francisco Blvd., 457-3515
Mill Valley - 6531. Blithedole Ave., 383-6166
Weekdays 1:30 till 6:00 Saturdays 9:00 tiN 4:30
’Open Sunday 10:00 till 4:00

Come in for your
Student Discount Card
Receive 15% off
most items

begins with the tambura
creeping like a fog rolling
in over mountains. A tabla
sets the steady camel-like
pace as Haden’s bass rolls
in big circles before the
violin plays the main
melody. Throughout this
intriguing mist the flute
and McLaughlin’s guitar
move in and out of the
main melody adding
delicate textures.
While both -Peace
One" and "Peace Two"
carry on as if they could

Acoustics
convey his
inner peace
go on endlessly, they each
lack a central focal point
once the main theme has
passed.
McLaughlin himself in
the liner notes says that
after eleven years he looks
back at it with a more
critical eye, like one looks
back at a journal or letter
after many years. But the
years have hardly tarnished the polished style
of this virtuoso guitarist,
and listeners can be glad
as McLaughlin is proud
that his early efforts
haven’t gone unnoticed.

e
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Sound is full, rousing

Bow Wow Wow’s barking up the right tree
Album
Review

By Lee Sherman

0

there were any
Ifjustice in the pop
music world, Bow
Wow Wow would be a
household word.
These self-described
"Cockney Africans" are
perpetrators of the freshest
sound to come out of
England in years.
Their blend of tribal
drumbeats, syncopated
basswork, ringing guitar,
and the Lolita-like vocals of
Annabella Lwin is both
commercial and inventive.
This is "pop" perfectly
packaged and professionally presented. Bow Wow
Wow are trend-setters in
fashion as well as music
with their "Treasure
Island" pirate garb.
All these things should
be assets for the group but
the great success that was
predicted for them has
been long in coming.
Knickers and over-size
blouses have caught on
everywhere, but still not
many have heard of Bow
Wow Wow.
After the state-side
release of an album with
the mouthful of a title, "See
Jungle! See Jungle! Go
Join Your Gang Yeah, City
All Over! Go Ape Crazy!"
1-

Bow Wow Wow set off on
an extended tour designed
to "break" the band here.
Although the album is
full of catchy melodies and
danceable rhythms, it got
minimal airplay and the
group was pulled off the
tour without any explanation.
Dejected, Bow Wow
Wow was on the verge of
breakup.
In typical record
company reasoning, the
group’s label, RCA,
decided to bring in a "big
name" producer.
Kenny Laguna, having
just produced Joan Jett’s
monster hit "I Love Rock
n’ Roll," was brought in to
give the group a sound that
would ignite the AM airwaves.
The result is "The Last
of the Mohicans," a foursong "Spotlight" LP, rushreleased to capitalize on
whatever momentum was
gained on the tour.
The
sound
on
"Mohicans" is more expansive than on previous
records I and tapes) but the
distinctive playing of Dave
Barbarossa, Leroy Gorman, Matthew Ashman,
and Annabella Lwin hasn’t
been lost in the layers of
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production gloss applied by
Laguna.
The Bo Diddley-shuffle
plagerism of "I Want
Candy" is perfect for the
radio soon, sitting comfortably between the GoGo’s and Joan Jett.
"Cowboy" is typical of
the songs released on the
eight song cassette that
served as the group’s
debut. Propulsive African
drumming sets the stage
for Annabellas’ urgent
pleading. "I want to get
teased by West Coast
boots," she sings. "I’m
looking, I’m searching for
a real boy." The song invades the cowboys and
Indians lyrical territory
mined on the cassette,
utilizing tribal chants for
backup vocals.
"Louis Quatorze" is a
slower-paced version of the
song that appeared on the
debut cassette. In this new
incarnation, it tends to
drag a bit but does benefit
from additional vocal
harmonies. The sound is
full, rich and rousing.
A funky, treble-loaded
bass starts the intro to
"Mile High Club," an interesting variation on the
Bow Wow Wow sound.
Ashman’s guitar sounds
effectively static as he
sustains single notes for
what seems an eternity.
Steamy vocals on the

chorus are also a treat.
An extra bonus is the
use of the infamous
"Manet" cover as the
sleeve for this record. It
was supposed to be used on
their first record but got

banned when Annabella’s
mum complained about it.
It was much ado about
nothing. The cover is a
beautiful piece of graphic
art, and though the young
Annabella is naked, it is

hardly offensive.
"The Last of the
Mohicans" is further
testimony to the durability
of Bow Wow Wow, a group
that deserves to be around
for quite awhile.

Hybrid funk ’n pop
By Lee Sherman
fact that
The
Haircut
One
Hundred
is
lumped in with the new
British funk brigade tends
to make their hybrid of
funk ’n pop seem like a fad.
Currently top-five on
the British charts, they are
definitely the darlings of
the moment.
If you can imagine a
jam session between the
Monkees and Tower of
Power, you’ll have some
idea of their sound.
The music on "Pelican
West," their debut album,
is enjoyably diverse. It
works well as an introduction to the band and
also shows signs of future
development.
Haircut One Hundred
formed in 1976 in
Beckenham, Kent, in
England and consists of
songwriters Nick Heyward

and Leslie Nemes, Graham
Jones, Philip Smith on sax,
Blair Cunningham on
drums and Mark (Ilford)
Fox on percussion.
These clean-cut young
men are true craftsmen,
constructing songs of
lasting value.
"Favourite Shirts" and
"Calling Captain Autumn"
are examples of the band at
its funkiest. Blasts from
jazzy horns. Latin percussion, and rapping
vocals make up the instrumental attack.
Percussive vibes lead
the listener into "Love Plus
One," a romantic pop song
with expressive vocals.
"Lemon Fire Brigade"
echoes the BeeGees’ "More

Than a Woman,- with its
cocktail lounge melody.
"Fantastic Day" bops
along merrily as the soulful
crooning of Nick Heyward
is punctuated by the kind of
horns used by the Beatles
on their Magical Mystery
Tour album.
Ringing, crystal-clear
guitars abound in "Surprise Me Again," a song
about a girl who, after a
bout of serious depression,
"suddenly smiled."
Despite the silly name,
Haircut One Hundred is a
serious proposition. The
boys are extremely selfassured for a new band,
producing music that is
varied, sophisticated, and
always entertaining.

AFTER OVER TWO
DELECTABLE MONTHS,
ANDRE AND WALLY
ARE LEAVING.

TOWER SALOON
Enjoy our friendly atmosphere
and dance to live music.
Happy Hour: 4:30-7:00p.m.
Hot Coffee Drinks 1.25
Tasty snacks
4udition Night, 9:00-11:00p.m.: Thu
(April 29-Signed Risk)
LIVE BANDS, 930-1:30a.m.: Fri, Sat
(April 30, May 1- Latent Image)

163 W. Santa Clara St.,
just 5 blocks from campus.
(294-2430)

THE FEAST IS ALMOST

OVER

PLEASE DON T MISS

LOUIS MALL

MY DINNER
WITH ANDRE
NEW FILM SCHEDULES ARE NOW AVAILABLE
SHOWTIMES
NON Feu 715 a 9 IS
SAT SUN 100 50(1 7 15 9 15

366 So. First, San Jose 294-3400
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Saturday at flie Stone
412 Broadway, San
Francisco.
FILM
"The Man Who Fell to
"Altered
Earth,"
States." tonight and
Friday, 7:30 and 10:15
p.m.. The New Varsity.
456 University Ave..
Palo Alto.
"Soldier Girls," (San
Jose Premier). tonight at
Camera One. 366 S
First St., San Jose.
UPCOMING
The Human League
Sunday. May 9. 2 p.m.
at Warfield Theatre. San
Francisco.
The Dregs Wednesday.
May 12. 7:30 p.m. at
Santa Cruz Civic. Friday.
May 14. 8 p.m at
Warfield Theatre.
UFO, Aldo Novi
Sunday. May 16. 8 p.m.
at San Francisco Civic.
Joan Jett and The
Blackhearts Tuesday.
May 18. 8 p.m. at San
Jose Civic.
Asia Friday and
Saturday. May 21 and 22
at WarfieId Theatre. San
Francisco.
The Jam Wednesday.
June 2, 8 p.m. at
Warfield Theatre. Sar
Francisco.
Day On The Green 01
featuring
Journey.
Santana and special
guests Saturday. June
26. 3 p.m. at Oakland
Stadium.
GALLERIES
"Artifacts at the End of
a Decade" through May
28 at SJSU’s Union
Gallery. Guest lecture by
Robert Atkins Friday
May 7. 3:30 p.m
American
"Great
Needlework Show IV"
May 9 through 30 at the
Montalvo Center for the
Arts. Saratoga.
"The Works of Edward
Ruscha," through May
23 at the San Francisco
Museum of Modern Art.
Van Ness Avenue at
McAllister Street. San
Francisco.

"Pacific Currents/Cer
amics 1982," through
April at San Jose
Museum of Art. 110
Market St

DANCE
"Images ’82," tonight

through Sunday at Louis
B.
Mayer Theatre.
University of Santa Clara.
The Oakland Ballet’s
"Les Noces," Friday and
Saturday. May 7 and 8, 8
p.m. at U.C. Berkeley’s
Zellerbach Auditorium

THEATER
"The Skin of Our
Teeth," by Thorton
Wilder, tonight through
Sunday. 8 pro. at the
San Jose City College
2 100
Theater.

May 7 and 8. 8:30 p.m
at Cubberly Theatre,
4000 Middlefield. Palo
Alto.
"As You Like It," May
12 through 15, 8:15
p.m. at West Valley
College Theater. 14000
Fruitvale Ave.. Saratoga

Moorepark Ave.
"They are Dying Out."
Bay Theatre Collective
Fridays. Saturdays and
Sundays.
8
p.m.
Through May 23 at 2320
Bancroft. Berkeley.
"The End Justifies The
Means," Star Players.

Benson is a cop who wants to clean up the streets...
His partner just wants to redecorate.

By J
Some changes may be in the a
A revision of Act 50, which set:
introduced Wednesday at the A.S.
Jim Rowen, Cal State Affi
changes.
One a reduction of prograt
Under the revised act, dance, for
would have chairpersons.
The two other existing boa
classical, would be eliminated.
Two the A.S. director of s
would become voting members of
Currently, the only voting me
board itself. Members of the A.S. a
Three a requirement thal
board show an ability to handle m(
if a member of the
Four
irresponsibility to perform his tat
A.S. president and director of per
the position.
Five this revision would
reviewed by an advisory committ(
Should the committee vote a t
on the part of the director, that dir
"People on the board and sal(
from the program board," Rower
them to operate the way they have
Bo Buhisan, director of inter
Rowen that revisions in Act 50 she
"We do need changes base
board," Buhisan said.
The reading of the revision w.
process. Next Wednesday, a sec,
meeting will oc, ’Jr.
No program board members
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Gore Vidal
today; Blip
entertains

The oddest team on the squad
and the funniest cops in America.
PARAMOUNT PICTURES PRESENTS AN AARON RUSSO PRODUCTION
RYAN O’NEAL JOHN HURT PARTNERS KENNETH McMILLAN ROBYN DOUGLASS
Executive Producer FRANCIS VEBER Written by FRANCIS VEBER
Produced by AARON RUSSO Directed by JAMES BURROWS ..."
A Paramount Picture

017,;111-Ma

Screen Drive In 3776266

CALL THEATER FOR SHOWTIMES

CAMD
44.’11

fl sunnvvALE
In
SC(eenDrive

CALL THEATER FOR SHOWTIMES

2439756

A.S. dire
seek rev
program
’Students crying

k
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The axeman’s blade finally ha
sports that have been on the chopp
years.
In an effort to balance its budg
Men’s Athletic Department has sla
money for everyone of its 12 interco
football and basketball.
The 10 affected sports baseb
judo, soccer, tennis, wrestling, outdl.
track, indoor track and cross count.
raise all scholarship money on their (
The total number of in-state sch
the non-revenue sports stands al
scholarship is worth approximatel;
pected to rise another $300 in 1982-83.
The breakdown of scholarships I
2;
as follows: baseball 2; golf
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Blues music and possibly bli
skies will prevail tomorrow as tt
blues festival makes its secor
appearance on campus.
But today will bring the fir
appearance of Gore Vidal.
Vidal will speak at 11:30 a.m.
the S.U. amphitheater on "The Stal
of His Politics." Admission is free.
Vidal, author of "Burr,
"Myr
"Creation," and
Breckenridge," is also running f.
the Democrat Party’s nominatic
for U.S. Senate, opposing Go’
Edmund G. Brown Jr., amor
others.
This isn’t the first time Vidal hi
run for political office. More than
years ago he ran unsuccessfully f(
Congress, from New York.
Martha Brandt, A.S. Prograi
Board forums chairwoman, sai
Vidal called her, willing to speak I.(
free. She instantly booked him.
"He’s a very entertainir
speaker," Brandt said, adding she
.
. .

